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Abstract
We study an on-line problem of scheduling parallel jobs on two-dimensional meshes. Parallel jobs arrive dynamically according
to the dependencies between them, which are unknown before the jobs appear. Each job may need more than one processor
simultaneously and is required to be scheduled on a submesh of the processors which are located on a two-dimensional mesh,
i.e., a job must be scheduled on a rectangle of given dimensions. The objective is to minimize the maximum completion time
(makespan). We deal with a UET job system, in which all job processing times are equal. We show a lower bound of 3.859 and
present a 5.25-competitive algorithm. It significantly improves a previous lower bound of 3.25 and a previous upper bound of 46/7.
We consider also the rotated two-dimensional mesh, in which the parallel jobs can be rotated and the rotation of all the jobs is
feasible. A lower bound of 3.535 is proven and an on-line algorithm with competitive ratio of at most 4.25 is derived.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The classical on-line scheduling problem that each machine can process at most one job at a time has a long
history [12,18,17,1]. When communication between machines is considered, the network load balancing problem is
raised, where each node of the network represents a processor and a pair of adjacent nodes have a communication
link. A job orientates at some node of the network. It can be processed at another node by taking the time to travel
through the network to that node. Competitive analysis in various networks were investigated in [6,4,5].
However the assumption that a job can be executed only by one processor is too restrictive in the case of a
parallel computer system and modern production system where jobs can be processed on several machines in parallel.
Therefore, the scheduling model of parallel jobs has been proposed, see, e.g., [8,20,14,11,7,10]. In many applications,
a network topology is specified for the processors, which may impose serious restrictions on the job types that can be
executed on particular processors, only those processors connected to each other can execute a job together. Parallel
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processors with a specific network topology can be viewed as a graph where each node represents a processor and
each edge represents the communication link between the two nodes (processors). The network topologies can be
Hypercubes, Lines, andMeshes. A parallel system is a PRAM (Parallel Random Accessing Machine), if its underlying
network topology is a complete graph. Note that the network here is different from the one in network load balancing.
The former shows which processors can work on the same job in parallel while the latter gives the possibility that a
job can be sent from one processor to another for processing.
In addition to the network topology there might be precedence constraints on the jobs, i.e. some special order in
which jobs have to be started (they can be expressed in term of chains, trees, series parallel orders, interval order and
so on). On-line scheduling of parallel jobs with or without precedence constraints is studied by Feldmann et al. [11,
10] and Sgall [16]. In [10,16] it is shown that the worst-case performance of any deterministic or randomized on-line
algorithm for scheduling parallel jobs with precedence constraints and unknown processing times is rather dismal,
even if the precedence constraints among the jobs are known in advance. Bischof et al. [2,3] study the case where
there is some a priori knowledge about the processing times of the individual jobs but the dependencies are unknown
to the scheduler. They first consider the problem where the job processing times are equal. Such a job system is
denoted by UET. For the PRAM topology, they present a 2.7-competitive algorithm and a lower bound of 2.691 for
any deterministic on-line algorithms. For the hypercube network topology, they give a best possible on-line algorithm
with competitive ratio of 2. For two-dimensional meshes, they derive a 46/7-competitive algorithm and a lower bound
3.25 for any deterministic on-line algorithm. Secondly, they consider the model with runtime ratio restriction (the
quotient of the longest and shortest processing times) for PRAMs. When the shortest processing time is known, a
family of job systems with runtime ratio TR ≥ 2 is given that bounds the competitive ratio of any deterministic on-
line algorithm by (TR + 1)/2 from below. An on-line algorithm with competitive ratio of TR/2 + 4 is provided for
the job system with runtime ratio ≤ TR . If the assumption that the shortest processing time is known is dropped, a
modified algorithm with competitive ratio of TR/2+ 5.5 is given.
Note that for a UET job system there are already optimal or nearly optimal on-line algorithms if the network
topology is a hypercube or a PRAM. However, there is a big gap between the best known lower bound and the upper
bound for the two-dimensional mesh topology. In this paper, we are concerned with on-line scheduling of a UET
job system on two-dimensional meshes and improve the previous results by Bischof [2]. A two-dimensional mesh
N1 ∗ N2 is a parallel system consisting of N1 × N2 processors {pi j |0 ≤ i < N1, 0 ≤ j < N2} where processor
pi j is directly connected with processors pi, j±1, pi±1, j (if they exist). Each job has a unit processing time and must
be scheduled on a rectangle of given dimensions. Job Ji is characterized by (ai , bi ), meaning Ji requires an ai ∗ bi
submesh. We call this topology a normal 2-d mesh. On the other hand, it is also reasonable to assume that parallel
jobs can be rotated, which means that job Ji can also be scheduled on a bi ∗ ai submesh, where the processors in each
node of the mesh are identical. Such a topology is called a rotated 2-d mesh. The rotation of a job Ji is feasible when
ai , bi ≤ min{N1, N2}. There are precedence constraints among jobs. A job is available if and only if its predecessors
have been completed. The precedences are unknown in advance and an on-line algorithm is only aware of available
jobs and has no knowledge about their successors. The goal is to minimize the maximum job completion time (the
makespan).
For normal 2-d meshes we give a lower bound of 3.859 for any deterministic on-line algorithms and present a
5.25-competitive algorithm which adopts Steinberg’s algorithm [19] as a subroutine. Then we consider the rotated
2-d mesh topology, in which we assume that the rotations of all the jobs are feasible. A 4.25-competitive algorithm is
given. Slightly revising the instance borrowed from [9] shows that the competitive ratio of any on-line algorithm is at
least 3.535.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminaries. In Section 3, we give lower
bounds for any on-line algorithm on normal 2-d meshes and on rotated 2-d meshes. On-line algorithms are presented
in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
To evaluate an on-line algorithm we adopt the standard measure — competitive ratio, which is defined as follows.
For any instance L , let TA(L) and Topt(L) be the makespans given by an on-line algorithm A and by an optimal off-line
algorithm, respectively. The optimal off-line algorithm has full information on the jobs, including the dependencies
between them. The on-line algorithm A is called ρ-competitive if TA(L) ≤ ρTopt(L) holds for any job list L . The
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competitive ratio RA of algorithm A is defined as
RA = sup
L
{TA(L)/Topt(L)}.
For simplicity we may use TA and Topt instead of TA(L) and Topt(L) if no confusion is caused.
Regarding the two-dimensional mesh as a rectangular bin and the jobs (with unit processing times) as rectangles
(items), the problem of scheduling a set of available jobs at each unit time interval can be regarded as a two-
dimensional bin packing problem. A job (ai , bi ) has a width ai and a height bi . The makespan of a schedule is
just the number of bins used for packing all jobs. Note that the on-line issue is only with respect to the precedences:
a job is available if and only if its predecessors have been completed. We distinguish the jobs by levels. The jobs in
level 1 are available at the beginning. A job belongs to level i if its predecessor(s) falls in level i − 1, for i ≥ 2.
In this paper, we adopt Steinberg’s algorithm [19] as a subroutine of our algorithm. In two-dimensional bin
packing, we are given a list of rectangles R = (R1, . . . , Rl), where rectangle Ri has a width ai and a height bi . Let
aL = max{ai |1 ≤ i ≤ l}, bL = max{bi |1 ≤ i ≤ l}, si = aibi and SL =∑li=1 si . Then we get the following lemma.
Lemma 1 ([19]). If the following inequalities hold
aL ≤ u, bL ≤ v and 2SL ≤ uv − (2aL − u)+(2bL − v)+
then it is possible to pack the rectangles of R into a rectangle with a width u and a height v by Steinberg’s algorithm,
where x+ = max(x, 0).
Remark. Note that if the height (the width) of any rectangle is at most v/2 (at most u/2), the rectangles with total
area at most (uv)/2 can be packed into a rectangle (bin) with a width u and a height v.
3. Lower bounds
In [3,2], Salzer numbers [15] are used to construct an instance for a lower bound of 2.691 for the PRAM network
topology. We extend the idea to the normal 2-d mesh topology. The Salzer number ti is defined as follows. t1 = 2,
ti+1 = ti (ti − 1)+ 1 for i ≥ 1. Define h∞ =∑∞i=1 1ti−1 > 1.69103.
Theorem 2. No on-line algorithms can have competitive ratios lower than h2∞ + 1 > 3.859.
Proof. Let k > 0 be an arbitrarily large integer. From the definition of Salzer numbers, we have
∑k
i=1 1/ti +
1/(tk+1 − 1) = 1, ∏ki=1 ti = tk+1 − 1. We choose N such that N > (k + 1)(tk+2 − 1). Consider a mesh N ∗ N .
Let Ai = b Nti c + 1, where the ti are Salzer numbers, for i = 1, . . . , k. Set Ak+1 = N −
∑k
i=1 Ai − 1. Then
N/(tk+1 − 1) > Ak+1 ≥ N/(tk+1 − 1)− (k + 1) > 0.
The job system consists of l levels, where l ≥ k3. The (i+(k+1)( j−1))th level consists of l−(i−1)−( j−1)(k+1)
jobs with size (Ai , A j ), i = 1, . . . , k+1 and j = 1, . . . , k+1. The last l− (k+1)2 levels form a chain of l− (k+1)2
jobs with size (1, 1). At each level, one of the jobs is the predecessor of all jobs of the next level. Note that jobs at the
same level have the same size.
Dependencies are assigned dynamically by the adversary. In the optimal solution, we first process the available job
which is the predecessor of the next level. Then we divide the height of the mesh into k + 2 shelves. The j th shelf has
a height of A j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, and the (k + 2)th (the last) shelf has a height of one. We assign (Ai , A j ) into a shelf
of height A j and a job of the chain is assigned into a shelf with height 1. It results in a schedule with length of l. The
schedule is illustrated as follows.
Time intervals Jobs scheduled
(0, 1] {(A1, A1)}
(1, 2] {(A1, A1), (A2, A1)}
(2, 3] {(A1, A1), (A2, A1), (A3, A1)}
... ...
((k + 1)2 − 1, (k + 1)2] {(A1, A1), (A2, A1), . . . , (Ak+1, Ak+1)}
((k + 1)2, (k + 1)2 + 1] {(A1, A1), (A2, A1), . . . , (Ak+1, Ak+1), (1, 1)}
... ...
(l − 1, l] {(A1, A1), (A2, A1), . . . , (Ak+1, Ak+1), (1, 1)}.
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Fig. 1. Optimal schedule when k = 2 in a unit time interval.
Fig. 1 shows the optimal schedule in a unit time interval when k = 2.
Contrary to the optimal schedule, the job which is the predecessor of all jobs in the next level must be scheduled
last among the jobs in the same level by any on-line scheduler, since all the jobs in a level have the same size and the
on-line scheduler can not distinguish them. Note that N/(tk+1 − 1) > Ak+1 ≥ N/(tk+1 − 1) − (k + 1). It implies
that at most (ti − 1)(tk+1 − 1) jobs of size (Ai , Ak+1) can be scheduled together on the mesh. It is also easy to check
that at most (ti − 1)(t j − 1) jobs of size (Ai , A j ), (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k + 1) can be scheduled together on the mesh by any
on-line scheduler. Thus the length generated by the on-line scheduler is at least
k+1∑
j=1
k+1∑
i=1
⌈
l − (i − 1)− ( j − 1)(k + 1)
(ti − 1)(t j − 1)
⌉
+ l − (k + 1)2
≥
k+1∑
j=1
k+1∑
i=1
l − (k + 1)2
(ti − 1)(t j − 1) + l − (k + 1)
2
=
(k+1∑
i=1
1
ti − 1
)2
+ 1
 (l − (k + 1)2).
Recall that the optimal schedule has a length of l and l ≥ k3. For k → ∞, the competitive ratio of any on-line
algorithm can be arbitrarily close to h2∞ + 1.
Epstein [9] showed that the competitive ratio of any bounded space on-line algorithm for two-dimensional bin
packing is at least 2.535 if the items can be rotated. In the instance eight item types are introduced. Let δ > 0 be a
sufficiently small constant. Consider square bins of side length 1. Items of type 1 are squares of side length 1/2 + δ;
items of type 2 are squares of side length 1/3+ δ; items of type 3 are rectangles of width 2/3− δ and height 1/3+2δ;
items of type 4 are rectangles of width 2/3−2δ and height 1/3+3δ; items of type 5 are rectangles of width 11/21−4δ
and height 10/63+2δ; items of type 6 are rectangles of width 32/63−4δ and height 31/189+2δ; items of type 7 are
squares of side length 1/7+ δ; items of type 8 are tiny squares with total area 361/47 628−Θ(δ). Seven items each
from the first seven types and all tiny squares from type 8, can fit in a bin since the items are rotatable. The following
figure (Fig. 2) illustrates how they can be packed into a bin.
The largest number of rectangles of the same type which can fit into a bin was shown in [9].
• Type 1: A bin contains at most one such rectangle.
• Type 2: A bin contains at most four such rectangles.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of packing items from the eight types.
• Type 3: A bin contains at most two such rectangles.
• Type 4: A bin contains at most two such rectangles.
• Type 5: A bin contains at most eight such rectangles.
• Type 6: A bin contains at most eight such rectangles.
• Type 7: A bin contains at most 36 such rectangles.
We now slightly modify the above instance and apply it to our problem. We update type 8 by removing one tiny
square. The removed square is set to be of type 9. The squares of type 8 form a set, which is regarded as a single
item (but is packed separately). There are l − i + 1 jobs of Type i , for i = 1, . . . , 9, where l > 0 is an arbitrarily
large integer. Add precedence constraints among the jobs: A (critical) job of type i is the predecessor of all jobs of
type i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , 8, and the job of type 9 forms a chain. We can assume that the last scheduled job of Type i
(i = 1, . . . , 8) by any on-line algorithm is the critical job. It is not difficult to prove the following lower bound.
Theorem 3. No on-line algorithms can have competitive ratio lower than 3.535 for scheduling on a rotated 2-d mesh.
Proof. It is easy to check that the optimal schedule has a length of l. The length generated by on-line scheduler is at
least
l + l − 1
4
+ l − 2
2
+ l − 3
2
+ l − 4
8
+ l − 5
8
+ l − 6
36
+ 361
47 628
(l − 7)+ l − 8 > 3.535l − 12.1.
Then the competitive ratio can be arbitrarily close to 3.535 when l →∞.
4. On-line algorithms
For convenience, in this section we normalize an N1 ∗ N2 mesh as a unit square (bin). A job Ji , denoted also by
(ai , bi ), has a width ai ≤ 1 and a height bi ≤ 1. The work of a job is defined as the number of requested processors
divided by N1 × N2. In other words, the work of job Ji , is the area aibi of job Ji . The efficiency of a schedule at
any time t is defined to be the number of busy processors at time t divided by N1 × N2. Therefore, the efficiency
of a schedule at any time can be viewed as the total work of the jobs in a bin. It is also called the efficiency of the
bin. For any time unit, assigning jobs to the processors on a mesh can be regarded as packing rectangles into a square
bin without any overlap. The resulting makespan by a schedule is exactly the number of bins used for packing the
jobs.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the packing with a big job.
We divide the jobs into big, long, wide and small jobs. A job is called big if both its width and its height are larger
than 1/2. A job is called small if both its width and its height are at most 1/2. A job is long if its height is larger than
1/2 but its width is at most 1/2. A job is wide if its width is larger than 1/2 but its height is at most 1/2.
In the following we first present an (off-line) algorithm, which schedules available jobs into bins. Then applying
this algorithm to the jobs level by level, we get an on-line algorithm.
Algorithm RP .
1. Group the jobs. In this step we just group the jobs into different bins. The jobs assigned to a bin are packed in the
next step.
• Put big jobs each in a bin.
• Put long jobs with First-Fit to the partially filled bins (by big jobs) if the total width of the jobs is at most 1. If a
long job can not fit in any of the partially filled bins, open a new bin for it.
• Open new bins for wide jobs and pack them with First-Fit. A job can be put to a bin if the total height of the
jobs is at most one.
• Consider all partially filled bins with total work of jobs packed less than 1/2. Put small jobs into them with
First-Fit as long as the total work of jobs is at most 1/2. If a small job can not fit in any of the partially filled
bins (i.e., the total work will exceed 1/2 if the small job is put into the bins), open a new bin for it.
2. Pack the jobs.
• If a bin contains no small jobs, these jobs can be easily packed into a bin since either their total height or their
total width is no more than 1.
• If a bin contains no big job but some small jobs, the total work of the jobs in this bin is at most 1/2 and either
all jobs are not wide or all jobs are not long. By Steinberg’s algorithm, these jobs can be packed into a bin.
• If a bin contains a big job as well as some small jobs, this bin can be packed as follows. Let x be the total width
of the big job and the long jobs (if any). Clearly, x < 1. Otherwise, their total work is over 1/2, and no small
jobs can be accepted in the step for grouping jobs. Among the small jobs, let T1 be the ones with width larger
than 1− x and let T2 be the ones with width at most 1− x . Place the big job to the leftmost bottom of the bin.
Put long jobs one by one upon the big job to the left. Put jobs of T1 one by one on the right of the big job. Put
jobs of T2 to the free space above the long jobs by Steinberg’s algorithm. This free space is exactly a rectangle
with width 1− x and height 1. Fig. 3 gives an illustration of the packing.
Lemma 4 ([13]). The above packing is feasible.
Proof. We only need to consider the last case where a bin contains a big job as well as some small jobs. Let amax and
bmax be the width and the height of the big job, respectively. Let s(T1) be the total work of jobs in T1. Assume that the
total height of jobs in T1 is larger than 1− bmax. Then s(T1) > (1− bmax)(1− x). On the other hand, the total work
of the big job and the long jobs is at least amaxbmax + (x − amax)/2. Let s(B) be the total work of the jobs in the bin.
s(B) > amaxbmax + (x − amax)/2+ (1− bmax)(1− x)
= 1/2+ amax(bmax − 1/2)+ (1− x)(1/2− bmax)
= 1/2+ (amax + x − 1)(bmax − 1/2)
> 1/2.
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It gives a contradiction. Therefore, the total height of jobs in T1 is at most 1− bmax. These jobs can be packed to the
right of the big job.
We turn to T2. Let s(T2) be the total work of jobs in T2. s(T2) < 1/2− x/2 = (1− x)/2. In other words, the total
work of jobs in T2 is less than the half of the area of a rectangle with width 1− x and height 1. The height of any job
in T2 is at most 1/2 (they are small jobs) and their width is no more than 1− x . Using Steinberg’s algorithm the jobs
can be packed into the free space of the bin (a rectangle with width 1− x and height 1).
In a packing given by algorithm RP , a bin is called a W -bin if it contains wide jobs, an L-bin if it contains a big
job or long jobs, an S-bin if it contains only small jobs.
Lemma 5. At a level if m ≥ 3 bins are used, then the total work of the jobs is at least m/3− b/12− 1/2, where b is
the number of big jobs of the level.
Proof. We divide the m bins into two groups. G1 consists of L-bins and S-bins, while G2 consists of W -bins. Let
p = |G1| and q = |G2|. m = p + q . We first assume that p 6= 1 and q 6= 1. Consider G1.
Case 1. There are no big jobs, i.e., b = 0. Except the last bin there is at most one bin with efficiency less than 1/3. To
observe this, if a bin Bi has efficiency less than 1/3, then all jobs assigned to the succeeding bins have size larger than
1/6 (otherwise they should have been assigned to Bi ). And any two jobs can be put into a bin. Therefore except Bi and
perhaps the last bin all the other bins have efficiency larger than 1/3. On the other hand, the sum of efficiency of Bi and
the last bin is more than 1/2. It follows that the total work of the jobs in G1 is more than (p−2)/3+1/2 = p/3−1/6.
Case 2. b ≥ 1. Note that each bin containing a big job has efficiency larger than 1/4. If all the bins containing a big
job have efficiency at least 1/3, we obtain the same bound for the total work of the jobs as in Case 1. Assume that at
least one such bin has efficiency less than 1/3. Then all the other bins except the last one, which contain no big jobs,
have efficiency larger than 1/3. Moreover, the sum of efficiency of a bin with a big job and the last bin is larger than
1/2. It implies that the total work of the jobs is at least (b − 1)/4+ (p − b − 1)/3+ 1/2 = p/3− b/12− 1/12.
Now we consider G2. Since G2 contains no big jobs, it is easy to obtain, analogously as Case 1, that the total work
of the jobs in G2 is more than q/3− 1/6.
Thus the total work of the jobs in the level is more than (p + q)/3− b/12− 1/3 = m/3− b/12− 1/3.
If p = 1, the total work of the jobs is more than q/3 − 1/6 = m/3 − 1/2. If q = 1, the total work of the jobs is
more than m/3− 1/2 if b = 0, and the total work of the jobs is more than m/3− b/12− 5/12 if b ≥ 1.
By considering all the cases, we conclude that the total work of the jobs is at least m/3− b/12− 1/2.
Algorithm N2d . Apply algorithm RP to the jobs level by level. As the jobs of level i have been assigned, start a
schedule for the jobs of level i + 1.
Let l be the maximum number of bins used for packing the jobs in a level. Let ki be the number of levels in which
algorithm N2d uses exactly i bins for packing the jobs, for i = 1, 2, . . . l. Denote by bi the total number of big jobs
in the levels using i bins.
Theorem 6. The competitive ratio of algorithm N2d is at most 5.25.
Proof. Clearly, CN2d =∑li=1 iki and
C∗ ≥
l∑
i=1
ki . (1)
By Lemma 5, the total work of all jobs is at least
∑l
i=3(ki (i/3− 1/2)− bi/12). Then
C∗ ≥
l∑
i=3
(iki/3− bi/12− ki/2). (2)
On the other hand, any two big jobs can not be processed at the same time. It implies that
C∗ ≥
l∑
i=3
bi . (3)
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Summing up the inequalities (1) multiplying by 2, (2) multiplying by 3, (3) multiplying by 1/4, we have
(2+ 3+ 1/4)C∗ ≥
l∑
i=1
2ki +
l∑
i=3
(iki − bi/4− 3ki/2)+
l∑
i=3
bi/4
≥
l∑
i=1
iki = CN2d .
It follows that CN2d ≤ 5.25C∗.
Corollary 7. If there are only small jobs and long jobs (or wide jobs), the competitive ratio of algorithm N2d is at
most 4.
Proof. At a level if i ≥ 2 bins are used, the total work of the jobs at this level is larger than (i − 2)/3 + 1/2
= i/3 − 1/6. Adopt the same terminology as in the proof of Theorem 6. We have C∗ ≥ ∑li=2(iki/3 − ki/6).
Then
3C∗ ≥
l∑
i=2
(iki − ki/2). (4)
Summing inequalities (1) and (4) we get
4C∗ ≥
l∑
i=1
ki +
l∑
i=2
(iki − ki/2) ≥
l∑
i=1
iki = CN2d .
Corollary 8. If there are no wide jobs (or no long jobs), the competitive ratio of algorithm N2d is at most 4.25.
Proof. At a level if two bins are used, the total work of the jobs at this level is larger than 1/2. Similarly as the proof
of Theorem 6, we have
C∗ ≥ k2/2+
l∑
i=3
(iki/3− bi/12− ki/3). (5)
Summing up the inequalities (1), (5) multiplying by 3, (3) multiplying by 1/4, we have CN2d ≤ 4.25C∗.
Finally we consider the problem of scheduling parallel jobs on a rotated 2-d mesh. For job Ji = (ai , bi ), we can
schedule it on a submesh ai ∗ bi or a submesh bi ∗ ai , where the processors at each node are identical.
Algorithm R2d: Rotate the jobs such that ai ≥ bi . Then apply algorithm N2d.
Theorem 9. The competitive ratio of algorithm R2d is at most 4.25.
Proof. It follows directly from Corollary 8.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate on-line scheduling of parallel jobs on two-dimensional meshes. The dependencies
among jobs are unknown to the on-line scheduler. A job appears only when all its predecessors have been completed.
Parallel jobs may require several processors and the job processing times are identical. We give a lower bound of
3.859 and an upper bound of 5.25 on the normal 2-d mesh, which improves the previous lower bound of 3.25 and
upper bound of 46/7. On the rotated 2-d mesh where the parallel jobs may rotate and the rotations of all the jobs are
feasible, a lower bound of 3.535 and a 4.25-competitive on-line algorithm are given. It is interesting to improve both
the present lower bound and upper bound. We guess that the tight bound is much closer to the lower bound of 3.859
for the normal 2-d mesh.
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